
Single Person Close Quarters Battle: A
Comprehensive Guide
Close Quarters Battle (CQB) is a specialized form of combat that takes
place in confined spaces, such as buildings, tunnels, and aircraft. It
requires unique tactics and techniques to effectively engage and neutralize
an enemy in such a limited and dynamic environment.
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Single-person CQB involves an individual operating independently to clear
rooms, neutralize threats, and gain tactical advantage. It is a complex and
demanding skill that requires a high level of training, situational awareness,
and combat proficiency.

Principles of CQB

Speed and Surprise: Operating quickly and surprising your opponent
is crucial for success in CQB.
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Close Proximity: Engagements in CQB often occur at very close
range, requiring intimate knowledge of target anatomy and weapon
handling.

Limited Visibility and Obstructions: Confined spaces present
challenges with visibility and movement, requiring adaptability and
situational awareness.

Cover and Concealment: Utilizing cover and concealment is essential
for survival and tactical advantage in CQB.

Force Multipliers: Tools such as flashlights, suppressors, and
breaching tools can enhance your capabilities and provide an edge in
combat.

Tactics for Single-Person CQB

1. Room Clearing

Clearing a room methodically and effectively is fundamental to CQB. A
typical approach involves:

1. Entry: Enter the room rapidly and quietly, aiming to surprise the
enemy.

2. Cover and Concealment: Immediately seek cover and concealment
upon entry.

3. Assessment: Scan the room for threats and potential targets.

4. Neutralization: Engage and neutralize any hostile targets using
appropriate techniques.

5. Clearance: Thoroughly check the room for additional threats or
equipment.



2. Target Engagement

In CQB, targets can appear unexpectedly and at close range. Efficient
target engagement techniques include:

Point Shooting: Shooting accurately without aiming through sights,
essential for quick reaction times.

Multiple Shots: Firing multiple rounds on target to increase the
probability of incapacitation.

Target Prioritization: Identifying and engaging the most immediate
and dangerous threats first.

Use of Force: Applying appropriate levels of force, from non-lethal to
lethal, based on the situation.

3. Situational Awareness

Maintaining constant situational awareness is paramount in CQB.
Techniques for improving awareness include:

Scanning: Continuously observing your surroundings and identifying
potential threats.

Communication: Maintaining clear communication with team
members or a command center.

Sensory Awareness: Paying attention to sounds, smells, and other
cues that may indicate enemy presence.

Threat Assessment: Evaluating potential threats based on their
behavior, location, and equipment.



Training and Equipment

Effective single-person CQB requires specialized training and equipment.
Training programs typically involve:

Live-Fire Exercises: Simulating real-life CQB scenarios using live
ammunition.

Force-on-Force Training: Engaging in controlled exercises with
opposing forces to enhance realism.

Scenario-Based Training: Practicing CQB tactics in various
environments and situations.

Essential equipment for single-person CQB includes:

Compact Weapon: A handgun or submachine gun suitable for close-
range engagements.

Flashlight: Illuminating dark areas and blinding opponents.

Suppressor: Reducing the sound of gunfire for stealth and tactical
advantage.

Breaching Tools: Opening doors and creating entry points.

Tactical Gear: Vest, helmet, and other protective equipment to
enhance survival and performance.

Single-person CQB is a demanding and specialized skill that requires a
high level of training, situational awareness, and combat proficiency. By
understanding the principles, tactics, and techniques outlined in this guide,
you can develop the necessary skills and knowledge to effectively engage
and neutralize threats in close quarters environments.



Remember, CQB is a rapidly evolving field, and new tactics and techniques
are constantly emerging. Stay abreast of the latest developments through
ongoing training and research to maintain your edge in this dynamic and
challenging combat environment.
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